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IN EUROPE, the cinema is considered as a CULTURAL and 
ECONOMIC important sector. 

Film (product) is used not only as
- an excellent way/tool for teaching HISTORY
- but also for spreading our EUROPEAN VALUES 



SHORT FILM CONTEST RULES
   



 TO ELABORATE YOUR PRODUCT 

• The production can be 
adapted from some scene 
from an historical film about 
an own historical event.

(chosen in your school) 



 TO ELABORATE YOUR PRODUCT 

•Promote a message according to the european values…

• Free movement/ mobility/ Erasmus
• Environment
• Human rights
• European Culture 
• Immigration
• European feelings
• Gender equality 
• Common Rules…………



 TO ELABORATE YOUR PRODUCT 

• The production has the duration between 3 and 5’ 



 TO ELABORATE YOUR PRODUCT 

 
•The production has to be completely talked in english 



OTHER ASPECTS TO PAY 
ATTENTION BECAUSE THEY 
WILL BE EVALUATED BY THE 
AUDIOVISUAL JURY OF THE 

CONTEST 



1. European values

* about how to convey the 
main message  of your 
production about the 

european values



2. Screenplay 

* about how you tell the 
story/ how you create the 

screenplay



3. Production design

* about 
how you devolp  the 

production  as  the process 
of combining material and 
human resources to make 

the short film.



 4. Direction 

* about  the way to 
coordinate /to run the 

performance and also the 
edition.



5. Performance  

* about  the perform  of the 
actors and actresses.  



6. Cinematography   

* about  the visual style ( 
ilumination, the use of the 

color)



7- Film edition   

* about  how you make the 
edition/ it is 

the process of manipulating 
and rearranging video shots 

to create a new work



8. Sound 

* about  how you include and 
organise different ressources 

of sound



9. Costume disign 

* about the choice of the 
characters.



10. Make up 

* about the make up of your 
actors and actresses



AWARDS 



MAKING OF  the SHORT 
FILM



OBJECTIVES:
-Presentation of the group /team (all of the workers).
 

-How team has worked 

- To reflect the tasks made of each phase of the 
production

- Pre- production 
- shooting /production
- Postproduction/editing

 - To show the values of your teamwork



PRODUCT

1. It has to show, above all,  

• YOUR EXPERIENCE 
• in terms of the  professional knowledge
• in terms of the atmosphere of your work

 in the development of your audiovisual creation.  

2. Every participant has to be present in the video.  

3. It can have some humor touch.  

 



TARGET

The target is made up by  students of other schools. 

DURATION OF THE PRODUCT : 2-3’ 



THANK YOU



ГИМНАЗИЯ С ПРЕПОДАВАНЕ НА ЧУЖДИ ЕЗИЦИ “СИМЕОН
РАДЕВ” -

Перник
2304 Перник, ул.”Бл.Гебрев” 17; тел./факс: 076/ 67 01 40; 67 01

20

www.simeonradev.org; e-mail:gp4e@mail.bg

Assessment of the Film based on the original film “Tilt” 2011
Group 2 members: Adriana Bundzhulova, Asya Stefanova, Desislava Pesheva, Viktoria
Petrova, Zhuliet Tsileva, Raya Nikolova

− Adherence to the topic – This criterion refers to the following of all the
requirements appointed in the Film Guide - 20 points

− The message of the film and its successful communication with the audience -
15 points

− Active participation and contribution to the assigned tasks - 10 points
− Team work and cooperation - 10 points
− Time management - 10 points
− Tolerance and problem-solving in the process of pre-production, shooting the

scenes and post-production - 9 points
− Creative and critical thinking - 9 points

Total 83 points

The short film focuses on European values such as democracy since the events
described in “Tilt”are related to the period of transition between socialism and
democracy at the end of 20th century. It was characterized by loss of moral values,
appearance of complex inner conflicts about lost identity and the problem of
corruption due to the great level of unemployment and social insecurity. This
provoked a variety of strong reactions to the hard circumstances imposed by the
historical transition to democracy.
The scene shot in the video output is aimed at making clear that all people in the EU
have equal rights as human beings and the first and foremost is human dignity and
the opportunity to form democratic views in personal, social and cultural aspects.
Another European value which is exemplified is solidarity both in terms of
international and personal aspect as during the period of transition a lot of people
were forced by the social conditions to leave the country and find a job in the EU.
Respectively, this is closely related to the issue of mobility and self-assertion.
The committee unanimously made the decision that this short film corresponds to
the purposes of the project and the group has managed to complete the task

http://www.simeonradev.org/


successfully and with a unique approach to the fulfillment. It also has a
post-production part which gives us clues about the working process and the
involvement of all the members of the group.
The skills that the participants acquired outweigh our expectations. In the sphere of
linguistics they developed the cognitive competences. Writing the script involved
research of historical information, team work to share, discuss and analyze the
information, then the distribution of the assigned roles in the film-making, managing
and coordinating the process gave rise to obtaining social and personal technical skills
such as accepting other people’s opinion, collaborating in a useful way, gaining critical
thinking skills which involves analyzing, contrasting and making decisions.
However, the most significant skills that the students developed were learning
curiosity, embracing the European values and awareness of the importance of being
an active citizen in order to participate in a proactive way in the future progress not
only of our own country but also in the EU.



 « THE GREAT FARROKH »
From Jean LURCAT – FRANCE -

Presentation of the main idea of our work :

Our Film is the Great Farrokh, it is a short adaptation of La Grande Vadrouille, film by Gerard

Oury created in 1966. The director of the shooting is Aurélie, She has made the film despite the

corona virus and masks, she had to demonstrate leadership and adaptation..

We decided to choose this film for several reasons: it is one of the most viewed French film in France,

above all, it is a comic film about dictatorship and resistance during the second world war. English

soldiers were researched by army in occupied France and they were helped by a chief orchester and a

painter to go to the Free Zone.

In our film , the Great Farrokk, is a Pakistan migrant (Julien) who is hidden in France, we wanted to

talk about European migration challenge with someone who is not European. Like in the Great

Vadrouille, English soldiers were researched by soldiers and policemen and Farrokh was helped and

protected by the English teacher (Laura). In France, a lot of pupils don’t have any papers but are

protected by our educational system. Education is one of the universal values. We wanted to show

this critical thinking and freedom feeling.

At the beginning, she looked strict because Farrokh was sleeping, afraid by this new country, but

after, in the real life, in France, the country oh human rights ; the teacher really helped him when he

was hidden under the piano in the music lesson for example. (as in La Grande Vadrouille). German

officers in La Grande Vadrouille are French policemen (Andy, Paul and Titouan) in our film who

research the migrant in the music class as the original script. They research him and destroy all the

European symbols (European and Erasmus papers, Human Rights declaration, European flag,…). We

wanted to transmit a European message of peace and that bad history can be repeated again. The

new generation must be aware that we have to fight against oppression, nationalism and

dictatorship, we had to be resistant like 70 years ago as our grandmother and grandfather.

The issue of the film is that Europe is necessary to establish peace sustainably. Our concert in Narnia

is a wink of an eye and symbolizes our union. To conclude the famous music “tea for two” is a wink of

an eye of the film…optimistic and universal music.

Difficulties

It was difficult to be motivated this year, because of the lock down and the cancellation of the

Motril meeting in March and April 2020. After, it was exams, so we really began to shoot in October,

in the midst of the corona virus crisis and the second lockdown with masks with only volunteer pupils

(less than 10 pupils). Indeed, we have the baccalaureat reform which changes the dates of exams and

way to teach in terminale (level of pupils this year)..So, Dates of shooting were from October to

January, and Dates for the editing were on February 2021 . The starting team has changed but



 « THE GREAT FARROKH »
Aurélie, Laura, Imane and Louise were in the project during 3 years, Julien, Chrystal, Paul and Andy

during 2 years. Mathis arrived this year to help out the team …

Moreover, Aurélie ‘s computer was stolen with a lot of scenes, so we decided to modify our

script in consequence…and the lock down has led to a change in the locations for shooting. The last

problem was the date of the virtual meeting because our president decided to lock down again and

to change holiday dates in an improvised way… we want to thank the parents who authorize pupils

to share it during holidays and lock down.

Locations

At the beginning, without virus, we had the authorization to shoot in the great theater of

Perpignan and at the conservatory for special scenes as in La Grande Vadrouille. It was not possible

after, so we change it too in English class and music class in our institute Jean Lurcat. We added

session from Narni concert because It was a real moment of sharing between us..

Thanks to Our Headmaster to allow us filming inside the institute Jean LURCAT.

To conclude, despite a very complicated production process, this project has allowed us to

develop an audio visual product, to improve our English in a different way, an open minded teaching

method and to learn knowledge of history through cinema and non formal methodologies. We

found interest in field of movies and cinema.

It was funny to be behind the camera and to create a film step by step.

Above all, we have learnt tolerance and adaptation too with changes and reports meetings.

We hope that some of us can travel again and go with Erasmus mobility for their studies.
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                                PLATON FILM ASSESSMENT ACTIVITY – 01/03/21 

A. AUDIOVISUAL REFERENCE SELECTION 

1.What are the film you have chosen for your Project, and why?  

➢ Director 

➢ Main idea of the film  

➢ Year of production  

 

2. What is the historical event you are going as issue? 

The historical event serving as core for the film product is the Maastricht Treaty of 1992; a 

treaty that established European citizenship, a common foreign and security policy, aiming 

at affirming common values. 

 

3. Have you adapted from the film script- screenplay?  

Our final film product plot revolved around the security impact the Maastricht Treaty had 

and how the latter was interpreted by the European national governments. Our plot was 

inspired by Monty Pythons hilarious debate between knights over how to overcome a sudden 

obstacle, on the way to reaching their ‘great’ destination.  

2 films were selected as inspiration:  

 “Platon Academy” black comedy – Directed by: Filippos Tsitos – Main idea: at 

a time of mass influx of immigrants 1990s, a small shopkeeper discovers, much to his dismay, 

that is not solely of Greek origin - Year of production: 2009  

 “Monty Python and the Holy Grail” comedy – Directed by: Terry Gilliam 

& Terry Jones – Main idea: King Arthur and his knights of the round table embark onto a 

hilarious journey in their search for the holy grail – Year of production: 1975 
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In addition to Platon Academy where the main characters contemplate on how their lives will 

vary should they accept the social changes Maastricht and free movement, will instigate.  

 

4. What is the scene you have chosen from the film and why make this decision?  

Monty Pythons film scene: Arthur and his Knights of the Round Table encounter a mystical 

enchanter who leads them to a cave guarded by a terrible monster. When the party arrives, 

they find only a cute, white rabbit waiting there. Disbelieving of the danger, the knights 

attempt to raid the cave. Sufficiently intimidated, the knights retreat and make plans to kill 

the rabbit from a distance, using the Holy Hand Grenade of Antioch. This scene allowed us 

to develop our plot concept and script of how European leaders pondered on resolving a 

crisis, in view of their greater task, to preserve common values. 

Platon Academy film scene: The protagonists after the turbulent affair, of ‘foreign’ elements 

disturbing their superficial tranquility, ‘adjusted’ their values and returned to prior normalcy 

preserving their relations and much needed balance of things. Much like our film plot, where 

leaders although had differing views, agreed unconventionally to preserve common values.                    

 

5. What European values do you think are promoted in this scene?  

The European value of solidarity, to be nurtured against external challenges. 

 

6. What happens in that scene?   

Both scenes have been described in detail in question 4. 

 

7. Have you modified anything about the content from the film scene? 

➢ Have you modified the dialogue, or have you kept it?  

➢ Have you modified the mise en scene/production setting from the film 

scene?   

We have indeed substantially modified the scenes, into manifesting a new humorous dialogue 

between EU leaders; facing an external challenge to a much needed solidarity cause. The 

mise en scene was equally modified, though maintained a theatrical close-up aesthetic to our 

film. Covid-19 conditions deprived us from completing a ‘live’ filming’; instead, adjusted 

our efforts and as such completed our project, virtually.  

 

8. How many shots are included in the chosen scene? 

Monty Pythons scene consists of 4 shots – Platon Academy scene consists of 2 shots 
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9. How long is the scene? 

Monty Pythons scene lasts for 5 min 19 sec. - Platon Academy scene lasts for 2 min 22 sec. 

 

B. ASSESSMENT OF THE PRODUCTION PROCESS EXPERIENCE 

We have attached to this report a power point presentation which includes the 

sequence of all our shots along with the script. 

❖ About audiovisual phases developed   

➢ Finding the location for shooting   

➢ number of locations  

➢ spaces chosen  

➢ decoration   

We have developed in our film product, 3 major scenes. The setting is in the European Union 

Council conference room, in Brussels. As such, all protagonists, impersonating EU heads of 

state, are in the EU council meeting room.  

 

❖ The schedule of the production/postproduction  

➢ add the production/postproduction schedule (if it was drawn) 

➢ Dates of the shooting 

➢ Dates for the editing 

The schedule of our production and the respective dates of shooting and editing, have been 

substantially modified, dictated by the pressing Covid-19 circumstances. As students, we 

have been in quarantine since the end of October 2020, as per national government decisions. 

Hence had to adjust to virtual production and shooting. Our schedule was changed to: 

developing a new script: Nov. to Dec. 2020; shooting attempts: 22 Jan. to 12 Feb. 2021; 

editing work: 16 to 26 Feb. 2021.  

 

❖ Human resources 

➢ A. The number of members of the filming team 

➢ B. Tasks or roles of students:  Director; Cameraman; Sound 

technician/boom operator; Script (shooting Secretary); Producer; 

Location manager; Actors /actresses; Editor 

The production crew consisted of 7 members. The roles and responsibilities were shared 

among crew members. Apart from the director, who supervised all work. There were 5 

actors/actresses, one director, 2 members responsible for camera and recording conditions, 3 

members responsible for sound/music, 2 members responsible for editing.   
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❖ Sound   

➢ How many sound resources have you used/ are you going to use?  

Sound was regulated by the editing team, based on the virtual recording.   

 

❖ Lighting  

➢ What lighting resources are you going to use/ or have you used? 

Lighting, aesthetics, colors contrast has been regulated by the editing team, based on the 

virtual recording. We have also used the editing app shared by UCAM university.  

 

C. REFLECTION OF AUDIOVISUAL CREW PERSONAL EXPERIENCES 

The entire process has been marked by so many turbulent phases. It started off as a joyous 

endeavor with us forming a cinematography club and planning our next step, to facing 

the devastating effects of covid-19. In any case, we had originally planned to devise a 

plot, with our school as a setting, of 4 friends, in a boarding school, discovering in a 

treasure hunt, that their ethnic identities compose of cultural elements they were not aware 

of. A journey testing tolerance and solidarity. However, the sudden happenings of covid-

19 changed everything. Our project had to be re-evaluated more than once, attributed to 

the dictations of the national government which enforced a kind of an accordion system, 

of lock downs and short time school openings. In short, we decided not to allow the 

difficulties to ‘break us’ and dishearten us. Hence, opted to re devise our plot and 

production in virtual conditions, since we could not rely on the possibility of opening 

permanently. As we have been in quarantine since October 2020 and due to a surge of 

cases, the government did not consider opening high schools, much to our 

disappointment. Having said that, we decided to devise an alternative plot and 

scenario/script of a black satire comedy, in our effort to share smiles to our audiences and 

help them forget the current grim reality. We faced numerous difficulties coordinating 

our crew in online meetings and must admit had lots of fun sharing ideas about the plot 

and subsequent scenario. Managed to come up with a solution serving the value of 

solidarity we had originally selected. Of EU leaders debating on a course of action, based 

on the common security policy as dictated by the Maastricht Treaty. A cyber-attack that 

came to disturb the ‘waters’ of a union of nations who pledged to uphold common values 

and in the face of an external threat, battled between national loyalties and those of the 

Union. We stumbled upon a series of challenges which concerned the quality of the 

recordings, since had to rely onto our homes Wi-Fi, often unstable. Still, with the limited 

resources available tried to pass our message: “how to ‘glue’ solidarity” despite our 

differences. It was in essence, a valuable experience for all of us, because learned to 

adjust, endure, and find alternative solutions to problems posed. Perhaps, this is after all 

the most important value, that irrespective of imposed upon conditions, life always finds 

a way!  



BELONGING

In order to create our project we started to reflect on what came out during the students workshop in 
November. After a general brainstorming we decided to focus on two questions: do you feel safe in 
Europe? What does being European means to you?

With the help of our teachers,  we choose a movie, la Grande Bellezza, that gave us the right 
inspiration to write our story.
We were particularly impressed by two scenes, that we than tried to remake in our short film:
1. 00:40:11 
2. 00:35:05



After quite lot of process we came up with a story and we started to write a draft of the script.



We then tried to schedule our shootings, that was the hardest part to be honest. Trying to combine 
our personal schedule with all the members of the group and the schoolwork wasn’t easy at all.



When we started to shoot the first scenes we realised what we were actually able to do and how to 
improve our short film with audio effects and different lights.

We focused on some details like the animation of the intro, which was entirely drawn by Micaele 
Deturres on Procreate.



We also focused on the use of light, props and post-production filters.

With this project we want to express what being European means for us. Being able to start again 
after a tragic event, like in Gerard’s case, is not easy at all, but thanks to numerous opportunity that 
the Europe gives to its citizens everything is possible. Being European means to be part of 
something greater than we could possibly imagine; living in Europe means to be fully immersed in 
a culture that no other country in the world has. In this short film we wanted to show how the 
magnificence of Rome leads people to lose themselves, Rome is the place where you have a 
tendency to confuse dream and reality.
No matter what the result will be, this project gave us, culturally and humanly, more than we could 
possibly imagine. We met amazing students from all over Europe, and we learned their customs and 
traditions. We learned how to team work and we had an amazing opportunity to get to know each 
other better. WE’RE INFINITELY GRATEFUL  OF HAVE BEEN PART OF THIS PROJECT.



QUESTIONNAIRE TO ASSEMENT THE ACTIVITY.

A.- ABOUT THE ELECTION OF THE AUDIOVISUAL  REFERENCE.

1.- What are the film you have chosen for your Project, and why?

The film chosen has been “Vente a Alemania, Pepe”. The film tells the story of a spaniard that is

emigrates to Germany during the post civil war recession, attracted by the idilic environment

that one of his partners depicts to him. All in key of humour, he will discover on arrival that

things are not as ideal as he had been expecting.

- Director: Pedro Lazaga

- Main idea of the film: European mobilities during the 60's and 70's from Spain

to Germany and other European countries due to the high rate of

unemployment after the Civil War.

- Year of the production. 1971

2. What is the historical event you are going as issue?

The phenomenom of emigration looking for a better life outside the Spanish frontiers in a time

when the situation in the country was desperate due to poorness and hunger after a harsh war

that left the country divided.

3.-   Have you adapted from the film script- screenplay?

No, actually, the original idea was going to be a paralelism between a grandfather that

reviews his time in Germany and his grandaughter living her Erasmus+ scholarship in the same

city 40 years later. Due to the restrictions, we have had to readapt everything to a family being

hit by European mobility restrictions due to Coronavirus.

4. What  is the scene you have chosen from the film and why make this decision?

We haven't chosen any scene from the movie. We have created from zero inventing a dramatic

scenario resulting from a family feeling left out by the European Union in different fields: Job

and Education.

5. What european values do you think are promoted in this scene?



We want to transmit the idea that a pandemic cannot be an excuse to stop European relations,

and the feeling of loss experienced by our country after the declarations of several countries in

which we were not considered a safe destination anymore. At the same time, we wanted to

highlight the possibilities that are being miss by many students due to the cancelation of

Erasmus+ Scholarships.

6. What happens in that scene?

A family composed by two fathers and two daughters meet in their house to give each other

negative pieces of news without knowing it. All of them are related to consequences of

European restrictions after COVID. Afterwards, one of the daughters meets her friends, who

tell her their experiences studying abroad and how much it has helped them in their personal

and professional careers.

7.- Have you modified anything about the content from the film scene?

Yes, actually it is not an scene from any movie.

Have you modified the dialogue or have you kept it?

Started from zero.

Have you modified the mise en scene/production setting from the film scene?

Yes

8. How many shots have the chosen scene?

We have different scenarios. In total, there are four settings and a total of 23 shots.

9. How long is the scene?

The whole short movie makes a total of 3:58.

B.- ASSESMENT OF THE PRODUCTION PROCESS EXPERIENCE

About audiovisual phases developed

1.- Finding the location for shooting .

- number of locations. 4

- spaces chosen 4

- decoration. Only one of the setting needed extra decoration, the room where the first

scene takes place. Plants, pictures and ornaments have been put around the room to create

the warm environment of a living room.

2.- The schedule of the production/postproduction

- add the production/postproduction schedule: It was drawn by the students in the

blackboard, but no documents were taken from there.



A.- Dates of the shooting: 12th, 13th and 14th of January 2021.

B.- Dates for the editing: 17th, 18th and 19th of January 2021.

3.- Human resources

A.The number of  members of the filming team: 6 people

B. Tasks or roles of students:

Director: Miguel and Maria

Cameraman: Miguel Rubiño, Jorge and Ricardo

Sound technician: Marina and Jaime

Script: Alex, Bea, Rebecca and Sabin

Producers: IES LA ZAFRA and European History Moving Project.

Location manager: Miguel and Antonio Urbano.

Actors /actresses: Bea, Claudia, Antonio, Roberto, Mireia, Rebecca, Marina,

Sabin, Pablo and Maria. Editor

3.- Sound.  How many sound resources have you used?

We have used three of them, the outside microphone, the camera microphone, and

the microphone from students mobile phones in outside locations.

4. Lighting. What ligthting resources are you going to use/ or have you used?

5. We have been using the torch and the pole we bought for the project together

with the room artificial light for interior settings. For outside setting we also used the

torch, but finally opted for using natural light as we were shooting during midday with

sun on top of our heads.

C.- PERSONAL EXPERIENCE OF ALL THE MEMBERS OF THE AUDIOVISUAL CREW.

It has been a complete brand new experience for all of the students to be able to live the

production of a movie from the inside. Especially, the possibility of doing something out of the

common curriculum in the times of COVID has been great. Actors and actresses say they hadn't

imagined that this job was going to be so tough and frustrating sometimes, but after many

rehearsals, they really appreciated the experience. Camera, lighting and sound crew also were

surprised to find such a different world deciding where to put all the devices for proper results,

always following the guidance of the teachers that had attended the university profesional

courses. Finally, the part of edition was the less surprising, as our students are used to editing

videos. All in all, a must have experience for both teachers and students.



 

  

The committee, composed of a representative of Municipality of Narni, a representative of UCAM and a 

representative of Thessaly University, met telematically on 15 April 2021, has agreed the criteria for selecting 

the best short video. 

In order to reward were identified the following categories:  

1) best short film;  

2) best direction;  

3) best messagge;  

4) best production design;  

5) best actor’s performances. 

 

Best Short Film: 

Belonging (Gandhi - Narni), for delivering a well rounded film with very good cinematography, editing, good 

story and a clear message. 

 

Best Direction: 

Tilt (Radev - Bulgaria), for having a clear directing vision and making good use of story and locations. 

 

Best Message: 

Not again (La Zafra - Motril), for having a clear and optimistic message regarding the EU. 

 

Best Production Design: 

Solidarity ... if you can keep it! (Platon - Athens), for the inventive use of webcams, costumes and makeup. 

 

Best Actor's Performances: 

The Great Farrokh (Lurçat - Perpignan), for the best performances of the ensemble cast. 

 

 


